1. The Perimeter (6.2 miles)

The Perimeter (the Plantation-Reserve sidewalk) is the best known and most frequently used option for those who wish to walk in
Woodside. The Plantation-Reserve sidewalk has the added benefit of being a short walk away from many of the homes in either the
Plantation or the Reserve.

2. The Village Trails

The Village at Woodside offers a variety of trails. The Reserve to Village Connector is a lighted and paved 1/4 mile rolling path
that allows people to walk from The Reserve Club to the commercial businesses located in the village. The Village Park Loop is
a lighted and paved exercise loop .3 miles in distance around a landscaped park. Whether an evening stroll or an intense workout,
the pristine landscaping will make for an enjoyable experience. The Village Perimeter Trail, approximately 1.5 miles in length,
meanders through the village’s natural terrain.

3. The Reserve Park Oval (.25 miles)

The Reserve Park Oval is a quarter mile track in a lovely horticultural setting providing the opportunity to power walk whatever
distance you may choose. Tune into your favorite music and get in the zone for an easy or vigorous workout.

4. The Mill Road Trail (1 mile)

The Mill Road Trail runs through the timber area behind the homes that flank the 15th and 16th fairways of the Reserve Golf
Course. Currently the trail stops at the 16th green of the Reserve course. At this point, walkers will need to backtrack to the trail’s
starting point. In the near future, this trail will loop into the Hollow Creek system, making a circuit that returns to the starting point.
For the present, however it will be an “in and out” trail. If driving to the trail, park in the area designated for Oakman Trail. Walk a
short distance up West Pleasant Colony Drive to the barrier fence at the end of Anderson Mill Road.

5. The Oakman Trails (1.5 miles)

The Oakman Trail provides walkers with two walking options. The Long Circuit (marked with blue blazes) is a mix of woodlands
trails and paved sidewalks. This circuit travels through the wooded area between the fifth and sixth holes of the Reserve Course.
Walkers get a glimpse of Oakman Lake as they cross a dam that takes them to the sidewalk that parallels Woodside Plantation Drive.
This circuit then follows the sidewalk and returns to the starting point at the trail parking lot. The Short Circuit (marked with orange
blazes) and the Long Circuit share the woodland path until the Short Circuit separates and continues deeper into the woodland. You
will soon come to a bridge that crosses a wetland. Before you continue across the bridge, you might explore a short meandering
offshoot trail. It is unmarked and very short; you shouldn’t get lost. Continuing on the Short Circuit (orange blazes), you will cross
the bridge and exit the woodlands behind the putting green of the sixth hole. The trail joins the golf car path, then rejoins the Long
Circuit (blue blazes) and continues to end where it began near the parking area for the Reserve Maintenance Shed. This parking area
is provide for residents who drive to the trial. It is located a short distance west of the Plantation Drive, Pleasant Colony intersection.
Look to the left as you drive west on Pleasant Colony.

6. The Creek Walk

The Creek Walk is a short trail running through a small wetland area that crosses six woodland bridges and features a walkout
observation deck beside a wetland creek. Walkers on The Perimeter Trail could easily cross Woodside Plantation Drive for a nature
stroll or to sit awile on the deck that overlooks Cottonwood Creek.

7. The Hollow Creek Reserve

The Hollow Creek Reserve trail system will be developed along with the future development of Hollow Creek neighborhoods and
the remainder of the Hollow Creek golf course.

P Parking

This parking area is provided for residents who would like to drive to the trail.

